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Over the course of the unconventional oil and gas focus in the past decade, laboratory measurements 
have advanced in significant aspects to better constraint and quantify total storage and hydrocarbon 
potential. Initial laboratory measurements focused towards conventional systems were able to make 
those measurements on intact samples thus not biasing towards the tighter porosity and lower 
permeability aspects of a given formation. In the early 1990’s unconventional laboratory application 
steered towards the crushing of a given sample to investigate the smaller pores and associated fluids in 
the laboratory setting (Luffel et al., 1992). The change from conventional intact application to crushed 
rock unconventional application left a significant gap in laboratory measurement ability for any and all 
formations that fall in between the permeability >5mD and the micro-to nano darcy pore space 
thresholds. Scientists are often faced with the struggle of whether to crush or not to crush the rock 
volume they need to investigate producing the laboratory results utilized to constrain their oil-in place 
estimates.  

 

The development of a work flow executed in a laboratory setting where we are able to learn and assess 
when crushing is necessary or not is critical. Once an investigated rock volume is crushed many 
questions remain in terms of what those measurements actually represent (how were they biased) and 
whether they can be upscaled at all to be representative of the subsurface/in situ condition of the 
formation during development and production. Given the scientific gap, we designed and executed 
crushed versus intact retort trials over various formations with varying porosity and permeability trends 
on the identical sample volume. Our study was aimed at addressing and defining the threshold from a 
laboratory measurement standpoint, when it is absolutely critical to have to crush the rock volume in 
order to investigate versus when can we leave the samples intact and still produce viable/accurate 
results. Trials highlight thresholds for application of unconventional investigation in an intact state 
versus when measurements cannot be performed unless in a crushed state. Volumes of fluids extracted 
by retort on intact versus crushed rock volume is also compared.  

 

Results suggest new thresholds for unconventional analysis applicability of intact measurements. The 
study opens opportunities to reinvestigate and innovate the laboratory measurements related to 
unconventional play types. 


